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The problem of human nature is a base and core problem of Marx’s 
homonology, face to times and society, it is not only an important theory problem, 
but an important reality problem. Marx understood and elaborated the thought of 
human nature with materialism methodology and viewpoint, quoted concrete and 
practicality in the thought of human nature, so change before philosopher’s 
abstract and one-sidedness. Marx’s thought of human nature is science and 
overall. This thesis discussd the content of Marx’s thought of human nature in a 
systematic and overall way, distinguished the concept of human nature and 
human essence, so clear up the dispute about it  in today’s research field of 
human nature. 
I demonstrate it in sections.  
Foreword, I expounded simplified today’s research condition about it, and 
explained the aim of this thesis in brief. 
Chapter I, I introduced the condition about Marx’s homonology, give a brief 
introduction to the form and development of Marx’s thought of human nature, 
distincted the basic concept. 
Chapter II, I analysed the general and specific character of the human nature, 
distinguished the basic concept ,discussed the content of  natural property、
social property and spiritual property, proofed Marx’s thought of human nature 
systematicly from this three property. Finally,I discussed “Labor is human 
essence”. 
Concluding remarks explained that it is important to researching Marx’s 
thought of human nature, and then solved the problem of human in the society 
development of China in a better way.     
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